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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like trying to clean the snow from the streets!

Recently, CS majors have
been
running
rampant
around campus, flirting with
women and making out in
darkened stairwells and hallways. Confused, the other
men around campus question the reason behind this
sudden new competition.
When pried from his new
‘friend’, a CS major replied
eagerly,
“When CodeLab assignments started, and I got
the problem wrong, I don’t
know what came over me!
I just felt the need to turn
off all electronics * gasp *
and frolic in the snow for a
while.
I admit it, I fainted when I
heard this. When I came to,
the couple was still there, so
I decided to interview the
woman.
...see CodeLab on back

By Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Now that we’re into the second semester, most of the initial fun times with
your housemate (or for you younger
pups, dormmates) are gone, replaced
by empty beer bottles, weight gain, and
the urge to stab him/her in the neck with
a .9mm mechanical pencil (the heavier
lead maximizes penetration potential.)
Since homicide is both illegal and creates awkward situations come spring
(that rotting smell anyone?) as well as
the difficulty in breaking a lease, there is
only one option: annoy the hell out of
him/her/them/it/Richard Simmons. Here
are some tried and true ways to tick
them off into moving out first, or at least
attacking you and having them carted
away by the cops.
Music
Everyone hates a particular genre of
music, no matter what they say. Find it
and constantly play this ‘music’ at an obnoxiously high volume. Some examples
of music that works: Brittany spears,
country, rap, anything by an American
Idol, or The Safety Dance. Get yourself
some ‘bumps’ and play the music at
maximum volume at 4am! It’s not loud
enough if your house isn’t shaking in its
foundations. Like Michael J. Fox. Because of Parkinsons…

Hygiene
Even a carefree and messy housemate
can hit the wall when you unleash “wino”
mode and completely disregard personal and house cleanliness.
Some good ways to bug the hell out
of those bastards? Keep a bag of shed
hair, skin, nail clippings, scabs, and various secretions. Label it “Clone 3.0” and
keep it in a very obvious place, such as
the kitchen or bathroom counter. If said
housemate throws it away in disgust,
tear them a new one for killing your only
chance to clone yourself with excess
body parts and ask that they compensate you orally.
Another good bet? Don’t do your
dishes. Ever. I mean EVER. Let them sit
there rotting; eat off of paper plates only
you have if you must, but make sure to
dirty up things up til they’re overflowing the sink and piled randomly around
the house. Make sure to gesture once
in awhile about doing them, but never
actually do so. Eventually your housemate will either snap or do them himself,
meaning it’s time to repeat the process
since he’s now your cleaning bitch.
In addition, leave bananas or empty beer
...see Friends? on back

I actually walked on bare sidewalk the other day.
It felt really weird.
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By Kiri Kennedy ~ Daily Bull

Pic o’ the Day

What I found on Google while searching for “craziness”
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CS Majors
Become
Promiscuous
- CodeLab to
Blame?

How to: Annoy Your Housemates
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Thursday, January 22, 2009

“Girls are always running
through my mind. They don’t
dare walk.”
~Andy Gibb

...Friends? from front

cans in hidden locations around the
house. As they rot, they attract those
annoying little fruit flies that land in
food and are a general nuisance. Finally, if all else fails, gas him out. Stock
up on the three Bs of smell: Burritos,
beans, and beer. The combination
farts are so toxic they’ll melt plastic;
use at your discretion as they have a
tendency to contaminate rooms for
years with your ass odor.
If all that doesn’t work, you can resort
to any combination of the following
to drive them out: cosplaying an annoying anime character/furry, using
your girlfriend/sexytime to find the
resonance frequency of your house,
constantly walking around naked and
strutting your stuff, ritual blood sacrifices to Ktulu, and inviting over/being
Ben Loucks. The last one is to be used
with extreme caution as he’s been
known to cause eye cancer from just
seeing his ugly mug.
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There you have it, some guaranteed
tips to drive your housemate out of
the place, leaving you free to do as
you please and continue your plot for
world domination!
*note: The daily bull is not responsible
for any loss of relationships/failing of
classes/injuries accrued due to this
article.*
...CodeLab from front

“Well, I’d just come from the Aftermath Café and had dropped
my change. So, this nice guy here
grabbed it for me, and blew me
away with his chivalry. Things just led
to one another, until we were here. *
sigh * He’s so much better than my
Engineering boyfriend.
The boyfriend had no comment. Remembering what the CS major had
said, I went to TuringsCraft and got a
hold of a representative.
“Perhaps we made the problems too
hard. All I know is that our assignments only ask for what they need,
which makes them very precise. Maybe too precise...”

DUE TO BAD PLANNING AND
TOO MANY ENTICING PICTURES
THERE WILL BE NO ARTICLE IN THIS
SPACE. iNSTEAD, IT WILL CONTAIN
PART 72 OF WHY YOU SHOULD
JOIN THE BULL AND TRY TO SAVE
THE WORLD.
PART 72: TODAY THE CAPS LOCK
KEY ON THE DAILY BULL COMPUTER
GOT STUCK ON. PANICKING,
NATHAN INVINCIBLE BEGAN
SCREAMING AS IF HIS CAPS LOCK
KEY WERE STUCK ON TOO. BUT
PEOPLE DON’T HAVE CAPS LOCK
KEYS. THEY ONLY HAVE VOICE
BOXES AND THE WILL TO YELL.
SPEAKING OF WHICH, WHAT
WOULD HAPPEN IF STEPHEN
HAWKING TALKED IN CAPS LOCK?
WOULD HIS COMPUTER TALK
LOUDER? MAYBE SOMEONE
SHOULD WRITE AN ARTICLE ABOUT
IT. HINT HINT.

The assignment creators had no reply, so until they fix the errors of their
ways, we’re stuck with promiscuous
CS majors.

So there I was, looking up how awesome the Bull is on the Student Org
site at https://www.banweb.mtu.edu/pls/owa/stuorg.STU_ORG_DATA.p_
list?orderby=name#L when I noticed something: The Lode was created
in the future! Check it out: Chartered in January 2021. Whereas everybody
else was chartered long ago and matured to our present states, it seems
the Lode used a time machine to transport writers from the future, where
news is scarce and writers go hungry, to the present day, where they only
go hungry some of the time. Course, we’ve all seen Idiocracy, so we know
that anyone who comes from the future must be weirder/dumber than the
present. It all makes sense now...

